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MOUNT RAINIER FIELD TRIP, SEPT. 20–22, 2019 
Tentative route and brief description of stops, weather and time dependent. Boxes on the right refer to 

more detailed discussion in Pringle, 2008. Quimper Geological Society, led by Patrick Pringle 
 

DAY ONE—Friday, Sept. 20 
 
STOP 1: Mud Mountain Dam (MMD) (clean restrooms, drinking water).  Meet at 11 
AM at MMD parking area. MMD turnoff is about four miles east of Enumclaw on SR 
410, and the parking area is about 2.2 mi south from SR 410 (Fig. 1).  Welcome, 
introduction to fieldtrip, and discussion from overlook. Vallance and Scott (1997) 
described the path of the Osceola as it cascaded onto the Puget Lowland near here: 

➢ “When it [the Osceola] encountered a narrow gorge of the White River at Mud Mountain that is only 300 

m [984 ft] wide, the Osceola Mudflow spread out over glaciofluvial [and till] terraces of Vashon age that 

are up to 110 m [361 ft] above the White River...As it continued westward, the mudflow poured over 

terrace scarps to form a spectacular pair of falls...The upper fall would have formed an arc more than 6 

km [3.7 mi] wide and more than 80 m [263 ft] high, and the second would have been more than 3 km [1.9 

mi] wide and more than 110 m [361 ft] high.” 

Optional hike from the gated gravel road that is ~100m SW of the horse trailer parking area (0.6 mi from SR 410 on 
MMD Road) down into canyon to see post-Osceola lahar runouts (lahar-derived hyper-concentrated flows/floods).  
These are of impressive scale.  It's a 350 to 400 ft drop, but along an easy-walking jeep road.  The flows at the 
bottom display local "fragile clasts", blobs of unconsolidated sediment that were transported more or less intact by 
the flow.  This could take too much time—will evaluate that when we factor in the other potential stops.  
 

 

Figure 1. Location map for Mount Rainier fieldtrip. 

Roadside Geo: 
p. 88, Leg D 
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OPTIONAL STOP:  ORTING.  Leave MMD and head back toward Buckley (~8 mi 
from MMD entrance to White River bridge).  About 1.2 mi past the White River bridge the 
road veers right at the turnoff for SR 162 toward South Prairie (under repair)—Continue 
another 1.1 mi on SR 410 to Mundy-Loss Road and turn left (south). Take Mundy- 
Loss Road ~1.2 mi and turn right onto SR 162.  This road follows an ancestral (pre-Osceola) White River through 
the hamlet of South Prairie (speed trap) and continues atop the Osceola deposit.  About 2.2 mi past the Carbon 
River and ½ mi past the fish hatchery there is left turn onto Orting-Oroville Road where the road curves to the 
right—Be careful of oncoming traffic here. We are now on the ~1500 CE Electron Mudflow, as much as 8 m 
thick here. Note convexity of valley bottom.  
 
Continue south. The hamlet of Electron is the type locality of the Electron Mudflow—no stop here owing to a lack 
of parking and traffic. About ½ mi past the curve, carefully pull off to the left onto gravel (either that or we’ll go a 
bit farther and turn left into the Lake Kapowsin parking lot.) Miocene intrusive andesite west of the road (Fig. 2).  

 

Figure 2. Shaded relief map from Google Earth showing Tanwax floodway. 

STOP 2:  LAKE KAPOWSIN.  This lake is dammed by the Electron Mudflow and contains a submerged 
subfossil forest.  On a calm day, submerged stumps can be seen from the dock.  This is Washington's first 
established freshwater lake natural reserve, and the forest a major selling point for preservation.  
 
Head south and west into the hamlet of Kapowsin.  Proceed straight ahead at stop sign, 
and after ~3 miles turn left (south) onto SR 161. About two miles along we dip into the 
Tanwax Creek valley that cuts southwesterly across the southerly and southeast-trending 
(here) drumlinoidal fabric of the Puget Lowland (Fig. 2).  The Tanwax and other valleys 
were cut by breaches of ice-marginal lakes such as glacial Lake Carbon. The main 
fingerprint of this flood is the large andesitic boulders.  These are particularly visible 
from SR 7 and in other places.  Southwest-trending Tanwax Creek valley is one of the major landforms created by 
one (or more) of these floods, which likely happened at or slightly after the Puget Lobe reached its southern limit 
near Rochester, WA.  Some of these andesite boulders are visible in Eatonville (speed trap), which we will pass 
through.  In downtown Eatonville we will turn left at the main intersection in town (there is a quick-mart type store 
with restroom at intersection of SR 161 with Eatonville-Cutoff Road).   

Roadside Geo: p. 
141 Leg J 

 

Roadside Geo: p. 
154, Leg L; p. 
161 Leg N 
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At SR 7 we will turn left. This is known to be a dangerous intersection, so all drivers are 
urged to use the utmost caution.  Most of the route from here to Paradise (in RNP) is 
described in Leg A of the Mount Rainier book.  We will travel along Alder Lake, a 
hydropower reservoir.  Sedimentation from Mount Rainier has filled in a significant 
percentage of the reservoir as documented by USGS bathymetry.  And, of course, in 
addition to the episodic downstream burial by lahars, the drumbeat of year-to-year, slow-
motion downstream burial by aggradation is the other side of the unlucky coin for downstreamers.   
Go about 3.3 miles on SR 7. 
 
STOP 3. Turn right into Rocky Point Day Use area (slightly beyond turnoff for Rocky Point campground). Thick 
clay-rich lahar deposit, possibly of Pleistocene in age. Vault privies. East about one mile to Elbe. 
 
At Elbe there are clean rest rooms north of the road just as you come into town, parking is limited. We continue 
east on SR 706 toward the park.  Turn right after 6.4 miles at National, where the main road veers left at the First 
Baptist Church. After about one mile on this gravel road, cross the Nisqually River. Continue another 125 m or so 
past the bridge and park along the road near a spur road off the right.  
 
STOP 4. National and Round Pass lahar deposits and buried forest. The bridge 
across the Nisqually River there was washed out by the huge 2006 flood that also 
destroyed a number of the roads in park and closed the park for an extended time, a 
historic first. We will walk down the spur road a short distance then go north through 
the forest to the floodplain of the Nisqually River. We will be walking downstream on  
gravel bars, so proceed cautiously. At this location we’ll see a deposit of the low-clay-content National lahar 
(2397–2342 cal yr BP) atop the clay-rich Round Pass Mudflow (2640–2545 cal yr BP). Wigglematch radiocarbon 
ages courtesy of Jim Vallance, USGS-CVO.  
 
Ashford has new restroom facilities on the west edge of town on the north side of the road at a parking area.  It 
could potentially be a meeting spot, or we could meet up outside the National Park entrance at Nisqually. 

 

     

 

  

Figure 3 (left). Outcrop or National lahar atop Round Pass Mudflow, south bank of the Nisqually River about one km 
downstream of the National bridge. Buried trees are in the Round Pass. Figure 4 (right). Close up of dish structures in the 
National lahar, south bank Nisqually River about 600 m downstream of the National bridge. These are silty laminations 
from dewatering of the lahar, not bedding layers. The photo shows about one meter of the top of the deposit.  

 

Roadside Geo: 
p. 53, Leg A 

 

Roadside Geo: p. 
58, Leg A 
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DAY TWO—Saturday, Sept. 21 
Weather will be a factor on specific stops. There is much to do on the south side. See Leg A in IC-107. When we 
depart Paradise and go east on the Stevens Canyon Road we will jump to Leg B in IC-107. 
 
STOP 1 or OPTIONAL STOP:  WEST SIDE ROAD.  A glacial outburst flood at about 
6:30 PM August 5 closed this road, however it may be open again in time for our visit. This 
is a left turn about 1/2 mile or so after the park entrance station.  Dead-end gravel road and 
parking after three miles.  Barely a view of Sunset Amphitheater from spots (mostly after  
walking up the old road past where it is close).  But from parking area you can see dramatic 
cliffs of Ohanapecosh Formation Eocene/Oligocene volcaniclastic rocks at Mount Wow, 
large rockfall-and rockslide-debris avalanche deposits, and disturbed Tacoma Creek with large areas of dead forest 
where glacial outburst floods/jokuhlhaups from South Tahoma Glacier have flowed through.  There is quite a 
history of these flows here from Crandell's documentation in USGS PP 677 up to the events of the 1980s that 
ultimately did in the West Side Road as a way to get drive over Round Pass and beyond.  It is not uncommon to see 
mountain goats up on Mount Wow—"wow" purportedly means goat in the language of some of indigenous tribes.  
A short hike of about 1/2 mile up this road and across Fish Creek leads to some roadcuts along the old road where 
lahar deposits of known age (young) are exposed.  Gorgeous vine-maple colors on Mount Wow in autumn and lots 
of little waterfalls during wet times.  
 
Optional STOP:  Kautz Creek. Evidence of 1947 glacial outburst of large proportions.  
Dramatic view of Mount Rainier's south flank on a fine day.  Subfossil forest sticking up 
through the deposit here reveals distinct differences is weathering rate of tree species here.  
Half-buried Western Redcedar (Thuja Plicata) killed by the 1947 event are in decent condition 
and still have pointy tops; whereas Douglas-firs (Pseudotsuga Menziesii) are quite decomposed. 
 
OPTIONAL STOP:  LONGMIRE.  Rest rooms in small out building to NE of lodge.  This area can be a time-
wasting diversion from the many things we would like to focus on.  There is a travertine mound on the north side 
of the street at Longmire Meadows that has been created by springs.  David Frank, now retired from EPA (formerly 
with USGS) documented these in  
his PhD thesis.  There has been significant aggradation at Longmire, and the museum collection formerly here has 
been moved to a safer location outside the park (I think to the NPS headquarters along SR 706).  Huge cliffs to the 
north are held up by the Rampart Ridge lavas (~370 ka). 
 
STOP 2:  COUGAR ROCK CAMPGROUND OVERLOOK.  Rest rooms and drinking 
water. If there is room, you can park alongside road here, but if no parking, turn right into the 
restrooms area opposite the campground entrance about 60 m past the overlook and walk 
back to the overlook. Here we’ll see evidence of aggradation in the channel with many large  
boulders in this steep stretch. As we drive toward Paradise, we will see how the channel bed is approaching the level 
of the road in places and threatening Cougar Rock Campground.  Lahar deposits area also exposed.  A trace of the “ 
Wn” ash (1479 A.D.) is atop this terrace, perhaps 2+ cm (an inch) thick locally. The thick Paradise lava flow to ENE 
across Nisqually River was emplaced next to a glacier, thus resulting in its abrupt relief. USGS geologist Tom Sisson 
dated the flow at about 40ka, the youngest large-volume lava flow at Mount Rainier.   
 
After leaving Cougar Rock area, continue up the mountain, across the Nisqually River, and up past cliffs of the 
informally-named Paradise lava flow: at ~40 ka, these are the youngest major lava flows from Mount Rainier.  Turn 
right into the Ricksecker Point loop.  We will stop at the pull off ~0.3 mi from where we turn in.  
 
STOP 4A: Ricksecker Point. Great panoramic view here to south, west, and north. We will 
walk north a few tens of meters back along the west margin of the parking area to look at the 
upper Nisqually River valley in the distance and see the Little Ice Age trimline and left-lateral 
moraine (just barely). Glacial terminus of the Nisqually is now quite far upstream.  
 
  

Roadside Geo: 
p. 155, Leg M 

 

Roadside 
Geo: p. 62, 

Leg A 
 

Roadside 
Geo: p. 63 

 

Roadside 
Geo: p. 64 
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STOP 4B: Ricksecker Loop.  Continue around Ricksecker Loop for ~0.6 mi to a small 
pull off where the road turns to the left.  This section has exposures of ash layers/Paradise 
lahar/Mazama ash/Evans Creek Till.  The lahar deposit is 800 ft above the river!!  Rocky 
Crandell made a big deal out of this exposure for good reason.  The flow depth of some of 
the lahars is pretty impressive.  
 
STOP 5: PARADISE (5400 ft).  find the trail head up some steps at the far western end of 
the lot. Exploration options galore here.  We will have to manage our time and stay 
together. As of the time of this writing, we are planning to meet National Park geologist 
Scott Beason and a hike of around 1.5 mi RT to Nisqually Vista (~5200–5300 ft elev.). 
This hike is on a macadam trail and has minimal up and down compared to say hiking up to 
Glacier Vista (~6300 ft elev.; 900 ft elev. higher than Paradise parking area).  The view is 
sensational down at terminus of Nisqually Glacier and birth of Nisqually River discharging from underneath. Scott 
and Taylor Kenyon will discuss the dramatic recession of the Nisqually Glacier and the causes of the increased 
aggradation downstream. Views of the geology here include block and ash flows in Rampart Ridge across valley, 
Tatoosh granodiorite "basement" underneath, lateral LIA moraines glaciers, other bedrock features of the mountain, 
and splendor in general.  Bears are an occasional sight in the Paradise area depending on the year.  Of course, there 
is a visitor center at Paradise—always a problematic time sink.  Parking can be an issue; we are "loving Mount Rainer 
to death" as they say. 
 
Continue back down Paradise Road or out the one-way loop north past the visitor center, mountaineering center, 
and (newly opened and remodeled) lodge.  This loop goes down across Paradise River and comes back out at the 
road to Stevens Canyon and Ohanapecosh.  Either way, turn left at Stevens Canyon Road.  From here to 
Ohanapecosh is covered in Leg B of the Rainier book.  
 
STOP 5 INSPIRATION POINT (short distance from turnoff; see Leg B) or 
REFLECTION LAKES (farther along on the left).  Mounded deposits around lakes are 
deposits of a lahar noted by Jim Vallance of USGS that is ~6200–6400 yr BP in age.  If it's 
breezy, there is typically not much of a reflection.  Subhorizontal columns visible near  
west end of Stevens Canyon Road on the north side likely are evidence of lavas cooling 
adjacent to a glacier.  Exposures of Miocene Tatoosh Granodiorite and Stevens Canyon welded lapilli tuffs. As in 
the Tahoma Creek area, the fall foliage of vine maples in Stevens Canyon can be something to behold.   
 
Descend east into Stevens Canyon and vine maples in their autumnal splendor.  About two miles past Stevens 
Creek bridge pull off on right on the outside of north-facing curve in the road.  
 
STOP 6:  STEVENS CANYON LAVA FLOW.  We will try to stop where we can look 
across to the Stevens Canyon lava flow, dated to ~90 ka by Sisson and Lanphere. Note 
contact of Tatoosh Granodiorite with Stevens Ridge welded tuff (Fig. 8 in Roadside geo). 
 
OPTIONAL STOP:  BOX CANYON OVERLOOK.  Rest rooms and drinking water. Deeply incised canyon, 
glacially polished bedrock, general splendor. There are restrooms and water at this overlook. 
 
OPTIONAL STOP:  GROVE OF THE PATRIARCHS.  This short, ~one-mile (RT) 
trail leads to an old-growth grove of Douglas-firs and western redcedars of exceptional 
dimensions.  Some may be >1,000 years in age. 
 
At SR 123 junction, turn south toward Packwood.  At the junction of SR 123 with US-12 there are some exposures 
of Ohanapecosh Formation welded tuffs.  Turn right and head south into Packwood.  
 

DAY 3:  Sunday, Sept. 22 
Leave Packwood and head back east toward SR 123, but continue on US-12 about 2.3 mi past the US012–SR 123 
junction and turn right into Palisades Rest Area. (Leg H, p. 125 in IC-107).  
 

Roadside Geo: p. 
70, Leg B 

 

Roadside 
Geo: p. 71 

 

Roadside 
Geo: p. 73 

 

Roadside Geo: 
p. 65, Figs 23–

24 
 

Roadside Geo: 
p. 66–67 
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STOP 1: CLEAR CREEK ANDESITE FLOW. Here we will see the spectacular Clear 
Fork andesite flow, recently dated by Wall and others (2018) at ~107 ka, making it the 
youngest lava yet dated from the Goat Rocks Volcano, which was active intermittently 
from 3 Ma until that last eruption.  
 
Carefully turn left onto US-12 out of the rest area and head back down the hill. Note the greenish, SW-dipping 
Ohanapecosh Formation rocks on the right (Fig. H-2 on p. 125).  At SR-123, turn right and continue all the way to 
Cayuse Pass.  At the pass turn left onto SR 410; head NW to the Sunrise Road (~3.9 mi).  In route, we pass over 
two large landslides of from the slopes to the east.  The landslides are bedding-plane failures of rocks of the 
Ohanapecosh Formation.  Note rough road in places and fragmental rock in gullies.  Head up Sunrise Road to 
entrance area checkpoint (restrooms slightly past checkpoint).  
 
OPTIONAL STOP:  TRASH DUMP STATION NEAR OWYHIGH LAKES TRAILHEAD.  This is a pull 
off on north (right) side of road.  We will inspect Holocene lahar deposits as well as discuss evidence of river 
aggradation above roadbed along SR410, and the role of old-growth forest in resisting the river. 
 
OPTIONAL HIKE:  ON MORAINE TRAIL TO VIEW OF EMMONS GLACIER AND EAST FACE.  
This stop could be an option if Sunrise if fogged in or closed.  Pull into the White River Campground 
and head to parking area on the left at very back (restrooms).  Trailhead is off to west; ~1.5 
mi (RT) to LIA moraine.  Access is via side trail that crosses an interfork of the White River.  
Scramble up moraine after climbing a bit and rounding the corner. View of Emmons 
Glacier, LIA moraine, dammed lake, 1962 rockfall-debris avalanche (~15 million cubic m) 
plus rock falls, glaciers, debris flows, floods, lahar deposits and runup, volcano processes, 
and general splendor. 
 
OPTIONAL STOP, SUNRISE POINT.  Vistas to north and south.  On the way up 
Sunrise Park Road, we’ll pass outcrops of lahars, till, tephra, and banded silts from ice-
marginal lakes.  Note in passing subhorizontal columnar joints of the huge Burroughs 
Mountain lava flow (496 ka) that forms Sunrise Ridge. On a fine day we’ll see the stunning 
east flank of the Columbia Crest cone that fills Osceola crater, Holocene lava (at a distance), 
Emmons Glacier with LIA moraine, 1963 rockfall deposit, and more.  The Sunrise road 
provides spectacular views; scenic sums it up. 
 
STOP 2: SUNRISE.  Sunrise Parking Area with restrooms, snacks, visitor center.  About 
100 m to the south, we’ll take a short trail to the Emmons Overlook that provides a 
spectacular view of the northeast face of Mount Rainier any many of the other features seen 
on the road.  Topics, as noted above, are rock falls, glaciers, LIA moraine, debris flows, 
floods, lahar deposits and runup, volcano processes, and general splendor. 
 

Head down Sunrise Park Road, back toward 410.  Go left on SR 410.  The last major planned stop, STOP 3, is 
about two miles east of Greenwater. This stop is about 2 mi past Crystal Rainier Retreat and about 1.5 mi past 
Crystal River Branch Road E (which will hit SR 410 on the left or SW).  Carefully turn off to left into a forest road 
entrance (gate may be locked). There isn't much room here, but we can park along the edges as along as gate is 
accessible. 
 
STOP 3:  OSCEOLA MUDFLOW.  We will hike on the SW side of the highway through 
the forest along some trails and an old logging road.  A short distance from the road, the 
trail descents a river terrace and then slowly climbs back up it.  Continue west through the 
forest about 1/4 mi and then take side trail that descends the edge of the terrace (a post-
Osceola lahar) to the floodplain.  Walk onto a cobbly gravel bar to see an exposure of the 
great Osceola Mudflow.  

Roadside Geo: p. 
125, Leg H 

 

Roadside 
Geo: p. 97, 

Leg E 
 

Roadside 
Geo: p. 99 

 

Roadside 
Geo:  

p. 100–101 
 

Roadside 
Geo: Leg D 
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Figure 5. Osceola Mudflow at Greenwater WA 
(on left). Photo by Jim Vallance, USGS. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From Greenwater, we head home!  
Thank you!! 
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